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the first time you enter the team selection screen you will be asked to choose a formation. if you're an experienced manager then you'll be able to pick a formation as soon as you enter the game and if you're a novice then you can choose from a
number of preset formations. once you've chosen the formation you can then name your club, change your captain, and then select your starting xi. obviously, lma manager 2007 demands a fair bit of processing power and the developers promise that

players of previous versions of the game will notice some impressive graphical advancements, although i did find the extras such as 2d and 3d view modes a little disconcerting and the 3d perspective, while impressive, was a bit of a distraction. the
game works in the same way as the previous version of lma manager, which worked on both the xbox and pc, and is also available in europe. the new addition of social features to the game makes lma manager 2007 more accessible than the previous
version, allowing you to play head to head against your friends via email or forum. chat is also integrated into the game, and press conferences function via a standard webcam. in fact, if you've got an xbox live gold account, you can also upload your
own clips of you bossing the team around. the manager's image can be customised just like pro evolution soccer 2007's, which means you can choose from various hairstyles and haircuts and add a unique facial appearance to your manager with a
selection of tattoos, scars and birthmarks. you can also give your manager some unique keywords and badges that you can add to him. but if you prefer to create the perfect player, you can start from scratch and create an individual player from

scratch. of course, if you fail to make any of the team's top players, any young stars that you eventually do make can be sold on to other clubs. and if you don't feel like buying a team and starting from scratch, you can buy and sell players to your
heart's content.
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some impressive graphical advancements, although
i did find the extras such as 2d and 3d view modes a

little disconcerting and the 3d perspective, while
impressive, was a bit of a distraction. the game

works in the same way as the previous version of
lma manager, which worked on both the xbox and

pc, and is also available in europe. the new addition
of social features to the game makes lma manager
2007 more accessible than the previous version,
allowing you to play head to head against your

friends via email or forum. chat is also integrated
into the game, and press conferences function via a
standard webcam. in fact, if you've got an xbox live
gold account, you can also upload your own clips of
you bossing the team around. the manager's image

can be customised just like pro evolution soccer
2007's, which means you can choose from various

hairstyles and haircuts and add a unique facial
appearance to your manager with a selection of
tattoos, scars and birthmarks. you can also give

your manager some unique keywords and badges
that you can add to him. but if you prefer to create
the perfect player, you can start from scratch and
create an individual player from scratch. of course,

if you fail to make any of the team's top players, any
young stars that you eventually do make can be
sold on to other clubs. and if you don't feel like

buying a team and starting from scratch, you can
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buy and sell players to your heart's content.
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